July 12, 2019

Dear Families:

It is our pleasure to inform you that Martin Luther School is converting to 1:1 iLearning
for both our High School and Middle School. iPads will significantly enhance the education we
provide our students and bring our new MLS STREAMSTM Program to life. By initiating the iPad
project, we are ensuring that our 21st century students will be the creative thinkers, innovative problem
solvers, and collaborative learners who will succeed in an increasingly competitive environment.
Students will receive their iPads at orientation IF they returned the enclosed signed contract.
Students are NOT allowed to use their personal iPads in school. The student technology fee covers the
school issued iPad which is equipped with specific software and apps that students will need in class.
The school issued iPad is also configured with specific user settings that allow for safe and secure
monitoring and the ability to push apps directly to our students. The $185 technology fee is NOT an
iPad fee. The fee supports the technology infrastructure that enables 1:1 iLearning and helps cover the
cost of all apps, digital textbooks, the wireless infrastructure, the iPad lease, and support staff. We want
to ensure that our students have the most advanced technology at their fingertips and the memory needed
for an exceptional 1:1 experience. The iPad is a required tool for all students, therefore it is not
optional. Students will be held accountable for all work assigned using the iPad. The technology fee
will be added to the tuition payment plan that you chose beginning in August.
Enclosed you will find 2 copies of the iPad Contract. Parents and students must initial each line
and return one copy to school by 9/3/19 so the student can receive their iPad and protective case at
Orientation. This contract can be mailed to MLS, scanned and emailed to Mrs. Younghese at
dyounghese@martinluthernyc.org , or Faxed to 718-894-1469. Please keep other copy for your records.
God’s Blessings,

Donna Younghese, LMHC, SBL
Principal

